
rH8- PSYCHOANALYTIC FLEXION 

The pre-psychoanalytical work of Freud (1856-1939) saw him 

mastering neuroanatomy, mapping the phylogenetic path of 

ganglion cells.1 As his interests subsequently moved up the 

spinal cord, they simultaneously migrated from lampreys and 

fish toward man. Even after leaving neurobiology behind and 

embarking upon psychoanalysis, Freud, by his own admission, 

'remained faithful to the line of work upon which ! had originally 

started'; he had merely migrated, in his own words, from 'the 

spinal cord of one of the lowest of the fishes' up to 'the human 

central nervous system'.2 His psychoanalytical work, naturally, 

attributed a central role to bipedalism: upright posture expe

dited the central role played by sight within human sexuality, 

as opposed to the quadruped's coprophiliac Umwelt (tethered 

to the horizontal-digestive axis and anchored to olfactory 

stimulation). Freud speculated that infant sexuality retraces 

this journey toward 'upright carriage' and away from scatologi

cal stimuli.3 A 'devout recapitulationist' to his career's end, Freud 

presages Ballardian neuronics when he diagnoses a schizoid 

analysand as existing within a 'prehistoric landscape', perhaps 

'in the Jurassic', where 'the great saurians are still running around' 

1. For example, S. Freud, 'Ober den Ursprung der hinteren Nervenwurzeln 

im ROckenmark von Ammocoetes', Sitzungsberichte der kaiserliche Akodemie 

der Wissenschaften 75 (1877), 15-27; 'Ober Spinalganglien und RUckenmark 

des Petromyzon', Sitzungsberichte der kaiserliche Akademie der Wissen

schaften 78 (1878), 81-167: 'Die Structur der Elemente des Nervensystems', 

JahrbOcher fOr Psychiatrie und Neurologie 5 (18&<1), 221-29. 

2. Quoted in Sulloway, Freud, Biologist of the Mind, 15; see also. L.C. Triar

hou, 'Exploring the Mind with a Microscope: Freud's Beginnings in Neurobiol

ogy', Hellenic Journal of Psychology 6 (2009), 1-13. 

3, Quoted in Sulloway, Freud, Biologist of the Mind, 200~201. 
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138 and 'horsetails grow as high as palms·.~ Expanding on 

from 1913's Totem and Taboo, Freud speculated, in unpubr 
and forgotten papers recovered posthumously from a d 
trunk, that all individuals developmentally repeat the Ice· , 

traumas of our early ancestors. 'Anxiety hysteria-conve/ 
hysteria-obsessional neurosis-dementia praecox~ 

noia-melancholia-mania': this 'series seems to repeat· 
Jogenetically an historical origin', he allowed hims8!i_ 
profess-but only in the disavowed context of a 'phylogefl 

fantasy'. 5 Although he suggests deeper phyletic paralleli_, 

with his speculation that the primordial organism is bornii 
way that parallels many early theories of the earth's forfTI$ J 

(evoking the deposition of a 'crust' around an volatile C/ 
and despite also indicating that 'the developmental histoty 

our earth and of its relation to the sun [has] left its mark'.;-,' 

our psyche, Freud left it to his students to explore this ter{ ·· 

4. Quoted in Gould, Ontogeny and Phylogeny, 158. 

5. S. Freud, A Phylogenetic Fantasy: Overview of the Transferenci· ·. 

roses, tr. A Hoffer and P.T. Hoffer, (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University.'"P_r 
1987), 79. 

6. Freud, Beyond the Pleasure Principle, 77. Freud's intriguing ide_8 

Beyond the Pleasure Principle, of the originary 'organic vesicle' indivld 

itself by depositing an ·outer crust' around itself closely parallels early th 

of the earth's formation. It was Descartes who first classified the ea 

an aborted star, formed by becoming wrapped in the hard shell of its· 

outermost, extinct layer. See R. Descartes, Principles of Philosophy, t_ 

Miller and RP. Miller (Dordrecht: Kluwer, 1991), 181 Leibniz likewise en 

this notion of the earth as an ·extinct star' suffocated and encased w}i:_ 

an epigene crustal shell. See G.W. Leibniz, Protogaea, tr. C. Cohen a,'.11 
Wakefield (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2008), 5. Athanasius Kin; 

and Thomas Burnet also promoted the idea of geogony as the formation ' 

deadened outer layer around an 'ignis centralis'. It became even more··ii-" 
lar in eighteenth-century France, amongst the likes of Georges Buff0_i-i/ 

Jean-Sylvain Bailly, where Jean-Jacques d'Ortous de Mairan even atte 

More overt spinal catastrophist notions, alongside the discov

ery of the neuronic antagonism between 'cortiC!:JI man' and 

'medullary man', were to emerge not from the inventor of psy

c11oanalysis but from his heretical disciples.7 

The split between Freud and his student Wilhelm Reich 

(1897-1957) can be traced to the farmer's refusal of the 'oce~ 

anic'. It was Romain Rolland who had suggested the 'oceanic 

feeiing' (of egoic dissolution) to Freud, who-whilst finding 

the notion alluring in spite of himself-resisted and ultimately 

rejected it. 'I cannot discover this "oceanic" feeling in myself', 

he attempted to convince himse/f.8 Accordingly, as Theweleit 

glosses, 'Freud strives to go upword'-following spinal thrust.9 

Reich, on the other hand, was to develop therapies in which 

Rolland's 'oceanic feeling' was actively sought out, and thus 

saw spines as impositions against fundamental fluidity. Reich 

was a figure with whom Ballard was familiar, Burroughs inti

mately so. 10 The Austrian doctor also boasted the curious acco

lade of having his books burnt by both the Nazis and the US 

government (he fled Germany only to later die in the Federal 

to prove the theory mathematically. See J.D. Mairan, 'Nouvelles recherches 

sur la cause generale du chaud en ete et du froid en hiver, en tant qu'ell_e se 

lie a la chaleur interne et permanente de la terre', Memoires Acod. Royale des 

Sciences (1765), 143-266. Intentionally or not, Freud's model for abiogenesis 

conspicuously parallels prior rryodels of planet formation. 

7. Neumann, in 19-49, described a battle between the 'medullary' and 'corti

cal' aspects of our psyche as undergirding the 'present crisis of modern man'. E. 

Neumann, The Origins and History of Consciousness, tr. R.F.C. Hull (Prince

ton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 195'1), 330. 

8, S. Ackerman, 'Exploring Freud's Resistance to the Oceanic Feeling', 

Journal of the American Psychoanalytic Association 65:1 (2017), 9-31. 

9. K. Theweleit. Male Fantasies, 1:253. 

10. T. Morgan, Literary Outlaw: The Life and Times of William S. Burroughs 

(New York: Avon, 1988), 140--43. 
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Penitentiary at Lewisburg, Pennsylvania).11 Primarily, 

famous for his 'characterological analysis': an extensio. 

psychoanalysis to the rhythms of the body and a reading 

latent content through skeletomuscu!ar posture (presagf 

Ballardian kinesics). In pursuit of this new approach, Rei 
broke from psychoanalytic orthodoxy and moved into what:·-·• 

eventually titled 'orgone biophysics', the groundwork for wh(:

was laid down in Character Analysis (1933) and Function .. · 

the Orgasm ( 19~2), 

A penetration of 'biological depth', Reich's orgone biopM 

ics extended Freudian topographical models to physiology 

tectology. 12 Here, the organism (again via a somaticisati()n' .. 

Steno's Law) is considered primarily as a strata! concreti6§'' 

drives and desire, layered according to biogenetic ➔ phyl()' 

netic ➔ ontogenetic succession. '[T]he stratification of-.} 

character', he writes, is directly comparable to 'the stratlfi 

tion of geological deposits, which are also rigidified histd~

Each stereotypy or pulsion-tic tells not only our own story,:: -' 

that of life on earth. 'Every such !ayer of the character st 

ture is a piece [of] history', and therefore traumata persist Wi' 

( and nonlinearize) the present 'insofar as [ they are] anchbt 

in a rigid armor'.M The body is an encrustation of pain: SP,iff 
scab. Within Reichian 'orgone-therapeutics', traumai:isi-.· 

inscribe themselves via the 'biopathy' of 'characterologt 

11. J.E. Strick, Wilhelm Reich, Biologist (Cambridge, MA: Harvard Uni~ . 

sity Press, 2015), 1-2. 

12. W. Reich, Character Analysis, tr. V.R. Carfagno (London: Souvenir:,1~ 

358. 

13. W. Reich, The Function of the Orgasm, tr. V.R. Carfagno (Londofl: 

venir, 1983), 1'15. 

1'1. Reich, Function of the Orgasm, 1'15. 

armouring': a deposition of somatic 'immobility and rigidity' 

symptomatized through 'muscular hypertonia', identifiable as 

postural aberration (e.g. spinal 'lordosis'). Armouring is originally 

compacted to 'protect' the organism from exorbitant stimuli, 

yet its sedimentation sacrifices 'capacity for pleasure'.15 

'[B]iologically correct' functioning, contrarily, is a 'ftow·1ng' and 

'streaming-away': Reich's infamous 'orgasm refiex'. 16 Again, liq

uefying prostration is counterposed to ossifying erection, 

The CNS and backbone are, consequently, central to Rei

chian biophysics: simultaneously the axis of orgasmic pulsation 

and the pylon of biopathic 'inner deadness', 17 the highway of 

skyward erection and the descending path of earthward relapse. 

The centrality of this axis is captured in Reich's libidinal 

account of the phylogenesis of complex life, where he models 

life's ascent from a basic 'elastic bladder' which, stretched and 

squished by its own onanistic joy in its simplistic existence, 

extrudes itself longitudinally into a segmenting worm (exhibit

ing the basic bilateral plan of a paraxial, metameric nervous 

system). Now an annelid, life has already sacrificed its joy-the 

'pleasure principle' of unconscious ecstasy-at the altar of 

complexification. Indeed, as the annelid's peristaltic vector 

develops, segments eventually become 'fixed', eventually pre

cipitating a 'supportive apparatus': a spine cafcities.18 

In the 'spine', then, and its 'segmental arrangement', 'we 

meet the worm in mon'.19 And yet our spines, unl'lke the worm's 

flexile axochord, are rigid. Vertebrae, therefore, represent 

15. Ibid, 1'15. 

16. Reich, Character Analysis, 385. 

17. lbid.,313. 

18. Reich, Function of the Orgasm, 275-9. 

19. Reich, Character Analysis, 372. 
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--..-- Anxiety 
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Fig 11. Reich's model of characterological armouring. 

From The Function of the Orgasm (London: Souvenir, 

Fig 12. Flexion and adduction in orgasm. 
From Character Analysis (London: Souvenir, 198LJ) 

Orgasm reflex 

Fig 13. Sacrum and cranium strive to reunite. 

From The Function of the Orgasm 

Fig. 14. Joyous verimicular trembling. 
From The Function of the Orgasm 

'remnants of a dead past in a living present'. 20 Accordingly, we 

long to return to the oceanic flow, we long to extravasate back 

toward primordial orgasmic-pulsation, to give ourselves up to 

blissful starfish-becomings-sacrificing axial rigidity for hydrau

lic flow and ridding ourselves of this vertebra! impalement. As 

one of Reich's followers wrote of this Reichian phy/ogenesis 

of orgone-posture, cranialization is the expression of the 'anti

gravity tendency of the life force'. 21 Once again, life's headward 

thrust. And yet, the higher one scrapes, the more energetic 

potential builds behind one's collapse-the higher one reaches, 

the harder and further one falls-just as excitation and antic

ipation builds toward climactic release. 

This is no mere simile for Reich: the orgasmic climax does 

not just release individually-accumulated tensions, but also 

ancestrally and phyleticalJy acquired ones. Evolution's antigrav

ity thrust just is the build-up behind one's desire for pyroc!astic 

orgone-release. 'In the orgasm', Reich noted, the animal 'unceas

ingly' attempts 'to bnng together the two embryologically 

important zones': 'mouth' toward 'anus'; the 'trunk strives [to] 

fold up' so as to relive its ancient radial morphology.22 

20, Ibid., 395. 

21. A. Lowen, The Language of the Body/Physical Dynamics of Character 
Structure (New York: Collier Books, 1958), 58. 

22, Reich, Character Analysis, 366, 386. 
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Sacrum and cranium reconverge blissfully as, in a brief r8 

descence of spherical immanence, we bilaterians-in the ff 
ion and adduction of orgasm-lose our vermicula~ arc_hiteCt ::· 

and recapitulate an even older morphology: that of the hufh_· 

jellyfish.23 As Reich explained: 

Just as Darwin's theory deduces man's descent from the lower 

vertebrate on the basis of man's morphology, orgone biophysics 

traces man's emotional functions much further back to the forms 

of movement of the mollusks and the protozoa.2-<l 

Cnidarian radial return; a true longing for lost symmetry. All 

want is to become molluscs once again, no matter how ft 

ingly. Mussel memory also participates in the Velikovski 

immortality of experience. 

Carl Jung (1875-1961), another of Freud's heretical pu 

similarly identified the 'continual flow' of the 'sympathetic n · · 

ous system' as the seat of his 'collective unconscious'. 25 JLi 

whose language of psychological 'archetypes' derived dire¢ 

from Goethe and Oken, saw that. neuroanatomically, the ·S -'t 
pent' of the spinal system 'leads down' into 'the sympathe> 

nervous system' and its 'undulating movement'. Here ' 

approach the lowest forms of life', which Jung identified 

the 'sea-anemone' or 'those colonies of the siphonophora' (t , 

most notable of which ls, of course, the Portugu~· 

23. Ibid. 397. 

2"1. Ibid., 398. 

25. C.G. Jung, Introduction to Jungian Psychology: Notes of the Semin 

on Analytical Psychology Given in 1925 (Princeton, NJ: Princeton Univers~· 

Press, 1989), 1"10. 

Figure 15. Reichian phyletic ascension and orgasmic relapse 



man-of-war). We carry within u~ the 'oldest nervous syst. 

in the world':26 

The very primitive animal layers are supposed to be inherited 

through the sympathetic system, and the relatively later anim_al 

layers belonging to the vertebrate series are represented by the 

cerebrospinal system. 

Accordingly, Jung proclaimed that the unconscious exists 

side' our brains and 'cannot be strictly said to be psycholoQi_d 

but priys,cal'. 27 (As Ballard later elaborated, for modern mar/ 

is physically encoded in our architectures as much as our adv 

tisements-in the 'ectopic unconscious' and 'inorganic bo> · 

of techno-industry's spirit overspill.) Anatomically, Jung loc~t -

this unconscious below the 'vertebrate series', in the en/dB(·, 

plexus so/aris~which operates as a submerged tranver 

symmetric proto-bra"rn. Of this 'brain of the sympathetic syst 

Jung wrote: 

It is the main accumulation of ganglia, and it is of prehistoric origin, 

having lived vastly longer than the cerebrospinal system, which 

is a sort of parasite on the plexus safaris .28 

In talking of this 'counter-brain', Jung, of course, couldn't 

but refer to the endosacral encephalon of the great rnr,ossu, 

26. C.G. Jung, Nietzsche's Zarathustra: Notes of the Seminar Given in 

1934-1939 (Princeton, NJ: Princeton un·1versity Press, 1988), 1435-6. 

27. Jung. lntroductiOn, 140-1. 

28. C.G. Jung, Dream Analysis: Notes of the Seminar Given in 

by C.G. Jung (London: Routledge, 1995), 33"'1. 

Whilst speculating upon the existence of a 'sort of vertebra! 

mind' and the neuropsychic 'independence' of the 'spinal cord', 

he exclaimed: 

You know, the brain is a relative conception; in former periods of 

the earth there were animals nke the megalosaurians, for example, 

where the size of the lumbar intumescence of the nervous mat

ter was bigger than the brain.29 

This is te!ling, given that one of Jung's favourite metaphors for 

our inheritance of phyletic mnemes consisted in envisioning a 

'long saurian tail' that we drag behind us.30 Elsewhere, he clas

sified the worm-that 'secret trouble, under the earth', that 

'chthonic thing, from within or beneath'-as the 'most primitive 

form of nervous life'. Utterly decentralized, it represents 'a life 

in compartments, in segments'. (Leroi-Gourhan would later 

write of worms that 'each segment of the body lives separate/y'.)31 

Jung accordingly identified schizotypa! disorders as a recru

descence of vermicular forms of neural functioning-a type 

of spiritual centrifuge by way of phyletic relapse.32 

Jung, in 1925, had spoken of 'the "geology" of a personal

ity', producing a stratigraphic diagram descending to the soul's 

'central fire': in 1927, he delivered a lecture upon 'The Condition

ing of the Psyche by the Earth': one of his followers even 

described his method as a 'Pa/donto/ogie der Seele 

29. Jung. Nietzsche's Zarathustra, 250. 

30, C.G. Jung, The Symbolic Life: Miscellaneous Writings (London: Rout
ledge, 1977), 81. 

31 Leroi-Gourhan, Gesture and Speech, 78. 

32. Jung, Dream Analysis, 23-4. 
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A Individuals. 
B Families. 
C Clans. 
D Nations, 
E Large Group (European man, for example). 

F Primate Ancestors. 
G = Animal Ancestors in general. 
H "Central Fire." 

Fig, 16. Jungian geology of persona!ity. From Analytical 

Notes of the Seminar given in 1925 by C.G. Jung 

(London: Routledge, 1992) 

[paleontology of the soul]'.33 And yet, for Jung, this remain~,~ 

somewhere at the level of metaphor. !t was with another'.,'}\ 

Freud's followers, Sandor Ferenczi, that such notions wrp 
become utterly literal and concrete. 

33. C.G. Jung, Die Erdbedingtheit der Psyche (Darmstadt: Reich! Verlag? 
1927); C.G. Jung, Analytical Psychology: Notes on the 1925 Seminar (Pr_[ · 
ton, NJ: PrinCBton University Press, 1992), 133-4; and see C.B. Dohe, Ju 

Wandering Archetype: Race and Religion in Analytical Psychology (Lond:. 
Routledge. 2016), 84-117. 

TH9. TERRESTRIALIZATION & TRAUMATISM 

As we saw above, Freud had already speculated-in lost and 

unpublished papers on his phylogenetic fantasies-that we 

each recapitulate the Ice Age traumas of early humankind.1 

However, Freud's Hungarian prot8g8, S8ndor Ferenczi ( 1873-

1933) bore this line of thought out to its furthest, most vertigi

nous, conclusions. Already in 1913, Ferenczi was supposing that 

we 'faithfully recapitulate in our individual life' the 'misery of 

the glacial period' along with other 'geological changes in the 

surface of the earth'.2 In 1915 Freud wrote to his younger col

league, praising Ferenczi's 'fruitful and original idea about the 

influence of geological vicissitude'.3 This 'original idea' would 

see its full explication, however, in 192.<::'.j's Tha!assa: A Theory 

of Genitafity, where Ferenczi extends the scope of trauma

inscription far beyond the confines of human prehistory, 

announcing our retention of the archaeo-evolutionary trauma 

of the transition to land. In a radicalisation of the 'oceanic feel

ing' hypothesis, Thalassa suggests that, Just as the neonate 

longs for regressus ad uterum, the migration from ocean to 

land installs a 'thalassal regressive trend' in terrestrialized ani

mals-a longing to return to the sea. 

'[L]eaving the sea two hundred million years ago', Ballard 

has one of his characters say in The Drowned World, 'may have 

Freud, Phylogenetic Fantasy, xvi. 

2. S. Ferenczi, First Contributions to Psychoanalysis. tr. E. Jones (London: 
Karnac, 1994), 237 

3. S. Freud and S. Ferenczi, The Correspondence of Sigmund Freud and 

S6ndor Ferenczi.• 1914-1919. tr. P.T. Hoffer (Cambridge, MA: Harvard Univer
sity Press, 3 vols., 1996), vol. 2, 68. 
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150 been a deep trauma from which we've never recovered':/! 

menberg, when he defined bipedalization as a traumatoge 

expulsion from any determinate biotope, similarly cited: 

enczi's notion of terrestrialization as a calamity frozen wit 

our neurons.5 For Ferenczi, indeed, the individual's ontogen 

desire for uterine retreat collapses into phylogenetic tha"I. ·: 

sotropism, itself merely the iterated permutation of an abio·.·.·> 

netically-instigated desire to allow the inorganic to compulsl_yf 

'recapitulate' itself through our extinction. This of courst~ 
Freud's death drive: that 'old state' toward which life 'st,r1 ., 

to return through all the detours of evolution'.6 'UrurtrbiJ. i,'-·, 

accordingly becomes. for Ferenczi, existence's vanishing pain·· 

A key inspiration for Reich's work, the Hungarian ana] .. > 

was the first to expand psychoanalysis into 'bioanalysiS'../.:, 
topography of the 'biological unconscious'): 'in the biologi, ·· 

stratification of organisms', he speculated, 'all their earlier stag_-< 

are in some manner preserved and kept distinct'. The. mC(' 
'remote epochs' therefore lie dormant within us.8 Neuro~\ _, 

again, revokes temporal unilinearity. 

Ferenczi's Tha/assa is a towering fever-dream of re 

pitulatory reverie, excavating resonant traumatisms acros.s 

biological series. Breastfeeding is cast as the 'ectoparaS\ 

4. Ballard, without doubt. read Ferenczi, though there is no explicit 

of this. The year after The Drowned World and its 'Pool of Thanatos', 

penned a short story, 'The Reptile Enclosure·, depicting a thalassal 

cide triggered by fugue-inducing satellite beams. 

5. Blumenberg, Work on Myth, 5. 

6. Freud, Beyond the Pleasure Principle, 77. 

7. S. Ferenczi, The Clinical Diary of S6ndor Ferenczi, tr. M, Balint 

Jackson (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1995), 83. 

8. S. Ferenczi, Thalassa: A Psychoanalytic Study in Catastrophes in 
velopment of the Genital Function, tr. HA Bunker (London: Karnac, 1989), 

newborn's cannibalistic desire to bore its way back-through 

the maternal flesh-into its prior state of oceanic 'endopara

sitism'; the penis, later, reiterates the same task via vaginal 

penetration and preputial invagination, both representing des

perate attempts at regaining embryonic suspension and pelagic 

immersion: and, crucially, our assumption of foetal posture in 

sleep, again via fiexion and adducement, is, Ferenczi suggests, 

properly read as an attempt to regain an aquatic-amniotic mode 

of existence. But for this thinker who would himself eventually 

fall victim to spinal degeneration, vertebrality is, once again, 

central.9 Coitus and sleep-both relieving the discontinuity of 

spinal-priapic erection through collapse into horizontal submer

sion-represent attempts at 'archaic' regressions. During both, 

'the whole body assumes [a] spheroid shape', recapitulating not 

just conditions in utero, but the morphologies of our pre-bilat

eral ancestors, the marine radiate. Ferenczi states, moreover, 

that the sleeper's executive centre, their 'soul', sinks back 

through nervous laminae, routing down from the hibernating 

and deactivated encephalon into the proprioceptive spinal col

umn. A katabasis of the CNS, sleeping is thus temporary 

decapitation: the somnolent 'has only a "spinal soul"', Ferenczi 

exclaims; evidence, then, of the sleeper's 'phylogenetic regres

sion' through neuronic layers. The 'soul' descends spinally from 

brain to thorax; a genuine recapitulation of precephalic exist

ences. Dreams are spinal emissions. Sleep is time trave/.10 

Certainly, for Ferenczi, caenogenetlc organs are mere 

'superpositions' over older ones, while the oldest remains for

ever 'potential' within our biotic palimpsest. 'Sleep' and 

9. P. Roazen, The Trauma of Freud: Controversies in Psychoanalysis (Pis-

cataway, NJ: Transaction, 2002), 57. 

10. Ferenczi, Tha/asso, 75-6, 
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'genita!ity' are aligned, therefore, with 'organic disease'-t_ 

are all temporary reerupt'ions, within the organic 'pre~e~r_\ 

phyletic 'archaisms': physiological illnesses are regressions>'., 

antenatal and probably likewise to a phylogenetically anci 

mode of existence'.11 Disease is inorganic recividism. And th_ · · 

fore a form of internal or mereologica! time travel: a dyS 

chronous lurch of tissue into anorganic posteriorlty-':' 

anteriority. From this perspective, all sickness is time sickn 

For, if bodies are just glutinated time, pathologies car\" 

approached as timestep desynchronisations: an org 

t'issue's runaway into its own futurity being therefore ·1n 

guishable from modular time travel-the organic part's·rn_,_:; 

nant secession into its own divergent mode of tempOr 

production, pathological vis-8-vis that of the whole. Chro.:;; 
cept)on collapse, All nosologies are dissonances of heteroch_ft .. , 

unravellings of mereological coevality or CNS timestep si_ .. · · 

taneity; pathogenic time travel, temporal decentralization, · 

devo arrhythmia, heterotopic futurality. Excrescences can 

read either as revenants of ante-organic pasts or as invasr : 

from post -organic posterities, as some 'part' progressivehr-.: 

articulates from the window of simultaneity fabricated by-tr 
'whole'. Why might not therefore the lithifying spine itself p_ 
read (as some of Barker's early exo-archaeological papers v:,_: 
gested it might), as fulgurite from the future-the retroact_ 

trace of some unliving virus-inhabiting the dorsal axis,._p.;!. 

peting it into the perverted ascent of the reasoning anl~'. 

dredging ventriloquising words from receding jaw? For Fere _ :,'. 

for whom 'embryogenesis' is a·thnetopsychic sleep 'distur~._': 

by one's 'biographical dream', life is just one prolonged h% 

nogogic jerk, and, accordingly, the colossal malignancy: 

11. Ibid., 83-'1. 

existence itself becomes merely an arrhythmic belatedness or 

precociousness relative to non-existence's obsidian repose: a 

vast, drawn-out chronopathy. 12 

In an early essay (written in 1916) entitled 'On the Ontogen

esis of the Interest in Money', Ferenczi derived money and the 

drive-to-accumulate from the sublimation, corollary with upright 

posture, of the infant's desire to play with its own faeces (a 

desire which Freud. of course, saw as itself a recapitulation of 

quadruped forms of life and their libidinal olfactions). In spinal 

erection, we repress our anal desire for our own 'faecal prop

erty', which duly becomes deflected into the drive to accumu

late money's 'filthy lucre': 

Pleasure in the intestinal contents becomes enjoyment of money, 

which, however, after what has been said is seen to be nothing 

other than odourless, dehydrated filth that has been made to 

shine. Pecunia non o/et. 

In this way even capital itself is derived from Ferenczi's 'bio

genetic ground principle' of 'phylogenetic' repetitiousness. To 

reach this conclusion, the Hungarian rallied the argument that 

'capitalism' is 'not purely practical and utilitarian, but libidinous 

and irrationa!'.13 

That an entire economic system is neither 'utile' nor 'prac

tical' is, perhaps, a strange notion at first sight. Yet Ferenczi 

was writing in the midst of the first of the two world wars. 

Decades later, just after the Second World War, it was Georges 

12. Ferenczi, Tha/assa, 80. 

13 Ferenczi, First Contributions, 326-30; see also N.O. Brown. Life Against 

Death: The PsychOana/ytica/ Meaning of History (New York: Vintage, 1959), 

23"1-306. 
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15' Bataille (1897-1962) who noticed that these global 

jointly represented 'the greatest orgies of wealth-and 

human beings-that history has recorded', and that, Wh_i( 

they may well 'coincide with an·appreciab!e rise in the gene··::·, 
standard of living', such an upswell in our quality of life r 

sents-like the wars-just another way of expending surp(· 
energy.M Bataille was masteriul in his sustained revelatiori · 

the fact that the capitalist global system is, in Ferenczi's tel' 

'utterly libidinous and irrational'. For, when any system has 

inevitable point of total exhaustion (and our globe is, in-1: · 

longest term, just such a system), every single process:th·_· 

will ever have taken place within said system becomes utter 

indistinct from a route towards that terminal point;-thus, Wh 
may locally be called 'means' or 'utilities' are all alike reve · 

so many avenues through which the wanton and squandr 

'end' announces and hastens its arrival. In such a generaliZ-- · 

view, where all myriad utilities and means become indiStiri¢ 

from the end of utmost and terminal expenditure, the luxu"r;i'$ 

tions of the upright spine-its unlikely architecture a~:-: 
its pricey burdens-become yet more sumptuosities on: tM.W 
slope toward the 'immense synthesis of the historical-a 

psychic zero'. 15 

1Li. G. Bataille, T/ieAccursed Share: Volume 1, tr. R. Hurley (New York 

Books, 2007). 37. Note that Bataille cites Vernadskii in his ruminations on 

influx and the earth system. Ibid., 192. 

15. Ballard. Terminal Beach, 137. 

TH 10. ANCIENT AZYGY 
OF THE PINEAL SUN-BLOSSOM 

Bataille described existence as 'a durable orgasm'.1 Both Reich 

and Bataille saw in the orgasm the ultimate relapse into undif

ferentiated plasma, yet Batai!le was far clearer as to where this 

led: death. For Batail!e, existence itself is synonymous with 

ineluctable expenditure, a fact betrayed by orgasm, sleep, 

laughter, and death-reversions from upright rectitude to bes

tial relapse and wanton disbursement, these are all stations on 

the inevitable downward route to 'zero'. And, given the postural 

significance of each of these actions, Bataille was inevitably 

drawn to Spinal Catastrophism. 

Like Blumenberg, Batail/e relates uprightness to the origins 

of mythology, and, like Freud and Ferenczi, he formats the 

'progressive erection [from] quadruped to Homo erectus' as a 

deviation from coprophiliac ana!ity. Bataille fixates upon half

upright monkeys, who, he delectates, expose their 'anal projec

tions' like 'excremental skulls'. Inasmuch as their 

knuckle-dragging existence is some kind of ugly 'halfway house' 

between horizontal and vertical modes of carriage, primates 

are cast as some kind of partway antithesis on the stepwise 

ascent to mankind's upright 'nobility': a dialectical step between 

horizontal and vertical, the monkey is awkwardly diagona/.2 

(Primate posture thus inhabits a kind of uncanny valley-from 

which Bataille derives much titillation.) Nonetheless, by way of 

necrotizing the Renaissance cHche of orthograde 'dignity', 

Bataille locates in man's spinal realignment merely a more refined 

G, Bataille, Visions of Excess: Selected Writings. 1927-1939, tr. A. Stoekl 

(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press), 82. 

2, Bataille. 'The Jesuve·, Visions of Excess. 73~8. 



156 lasciviousness-a more violent voluptuousness. To wit, 

pinpoints 'Two Terrestrial Axes': the 'vertical', which 'prolon 

the radius of the terrestrial sphere' as axis of libertine esca · 

lorded by ocean tides and plants (which 'fiee' the earth to sa'· 

rifice themselves 'endlessly' to the Sun's downward onslaught 

and the 'horizontal', domicile to beasts and 'analogous to tb 
turning of the earth'. 'Only human beings', Bataille notes, 'i:El · 

ing themselves away from peaceful animal horizontality·, ha 

'succeeded in appropriating the vegetal erection', surrenderJ[1 ·' 

themselves to exquisite upwards collapse towards out 

space's solar enormities and fiuxions. 

Kant had linked the terrestrial-spinal axis to self-orienti 

rationality, but for Bataille the excremental effluence of t 

simian anus is merely rerouted upward-'blossoming with t 

most delirious richness of forms'-in the ostentatious bu!b(n .. ; 

of the sapient cranium, a most exotic and wanton fiower. Th.' 

surging gradient of expenditure migrates from digestive-ho· 

zontal slope to the more intensified zenith-realm of intelligenc~ · 

And yet, as Bataille notes, this upward-thrusting 'liberation-()_·, 

man' is somewhat end~stopped or bottlenecked by the skuW 
right angle. Like the swell of a kinked hose, the perpendicUI' 

brain-cap is a ballooning instability. Along with Reich and i= 
enczi, Bataille notes that in laughter, coitus, and torment 

blockage in the solar-spinal surge is relieved: we assume 

fiowing continuity with celestial potlatch. He wrote that 

life is bestially concentrated in the mouth': 

Terror and atrocious suffering turn the mouth into the organ of 

rending screams. On this subject it is easy to observe that the 

overwhelmed individual throws back his head while frenetically 

stretching his neck in such a way that the mouth becomes. as 

much as possible, an extension of the spinal column, in other. 

words, in the position it normally occupies in the constitution 

of animals. 3 

But whatever our posture ( whether thrown back in spasmodic 

laughter or hunched over in studious repression), the 'delirious 

richness' of intelligence maintains its cloaked solar affinity. 

Effectively, it matters little whether we attempt to truncate 

the radiant wantonness of laughter and orgasm by holding our 

heads firmly forward in rational conversation: intelligence itself 

is, for Bataille, just another form of filthy expenditure. Bataille 

sees right-minded rationality, like the sun's long-drawn-out 

thermonuclear orgasm, as a form of profligacy (albeit one dis

guised in the rectitude of a skull at right angles to its spine); he 

communicates this unstoppable solar affinity with the symbol 

of a 'pineal eye' erupting from the parietal suture at the skull's 

'summit'.4 

This parietal third eye is actually exhibited in fish, amphib

ians, and reptiles, where it is used for photoreception. In these 

creatures it remains nervously connected to the brain's pineal 

gland. In the 1880s, scientists first described it as the distal 

extension of the epiphysis cerebri, erupting through a parietal 

foremen at the pinnacle of the skull. (One of the first proper 

neuroanatomical descriptions of it came from a study of the 

Petromyzon, the fish whose nervous system Freud was himself 

specialising in during this same period.) 5 Such an unpaired eye, 

atop the skull, it has long been hypothesized, serves to con

nect the pronograde lizard, salamander, or frog with the 

3. Bataille, 'Mouth", in Visions of Excess, 59. 

<1. Bataille, 'The Pineal Eye', in Visions of Excess, 79-90. 

5. F. Ahlborn, 'Untersuchung Ober das Gehirn der Petrornyzonten', 

Zeitschrift tor wissenschaftliche Zoologie 39 (1883), 191-29"1. 
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Fig. 17. The parietal eye 

blazing heat of the tropical sun directly above them. 6 We mam

mals outwardly exhibit no such organ, though our closest extinct 

ancestors did; nonetheless, we retain an inward vestige of it in 

the shape of our pineal gland. This gland, importantly, is azy

gous-meaning that it doesn't exist in a pair-just like the eye 

it was once connected to. (This curious anatomical oneness, 

of course, led Descartes to infuse it with the soul's ipseity.) 

Such azygous singularity arises from the gland's position as 

the anatomical inner remnant of the cyclopean proto-eye exhib

ited by protochordates (such as the lancelet or amphioxus, 

celebrated by Haeckel as the common ancestor of vertebrate). 7 

It thus represents bilaterality's liminal threshold. The mamma

lian retention of a pineal gland is the somatic fossil-scar of 

ancestral cyclopia, and therefore of pre-bilateral existence 

(of ancient azygy, predating sagittal symmetry)-so that 

Bataille's symbol once again captures Spinal Catastrophlsm's 

phyletic-temporal recidivism. It should come as no shock, then, 

that the pineal gland is a producer of melatonin and thus remains 

functional in the modulation of circadian rhythms and seasonal 

cycles. In other words, it is an ancient inner clock-at the 

proximal core of the brain-oscillating in tune with the solar 

Zeitgeber. Cerebral revenants of a pre-spinal past, pineal glands 

are, moreover, uniquely prone to calcification.8 Known as 'brain 

sand' or corpora arenacea, such cortical mineralization dem

onstrates this ancient gland's acute susceptibility to time 

6. A. Dendy, 'The Pineal Gland', Science Progress in the Twentieth Century 

2:6 (1907), 284-306: 286. 

7, N. Hopwood, 'The Cult of Amphioxus in German Darwinism; or, Our Ge

latinous Ancestors in Naples' Blue and Balmy Bay', History and Philosophy of 

the Life Sciences 36:3 (2015), 371-93, 

8. G. Bocchi and G. Valdre, 'Physical, Chemical, and Mineralogical Char

acterization of Carbonate-hydroxyapatite Concretions of the Human Pineal 

Gland', Journal of Inorganic Biochemistry49:3 (1993), 209-20. 
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160 sickness or heterotopic futurity, 9 Our ancient pacemake 

prone to arrythmia. And the unfortunate upright ape Wit 
blinded and calcified third eye truly is gazing into its own entro 

future.10 Which, incidentally, is the same as the future 

turely glaring into it by way of a mineralising 

chronopathic infection vector. 

9. One of Barker's projects involved 'detecting' iridium traces in the br 

sand of specimens. 

10. See R. Klee, 'Human Expunct1on·. International Journal of Astrobiol 

16:4 (2017), 379-88; though, for a rigorous and convincing riposte, see M.t: 

Cirkovi6, 'The Reports of Expunct1on are Grossly Exaggerated: A Reply - .: 

Robert Klee', in International Journal of Astrobio/ogy 18:1 (2019), 14-17. ' 

TH11. CHIROPRAXIS, TARZAN PHILOSOPHERS 
& PENIS POETICISMS 

If Batail/e is correct then neither gigantic wars nor great leaps 

of economic progress are ruses of cunning reason; they are 

more like orgasmic re/eases of energetic tension. For writers 

that were witness to the horrors of the Great War, this wou!d 

have seemed apt. A global trauma, its psychic shock waves 

rippled forth and attracted yet more minds to ponder upon the 

ever -tighter intertwining of the atavistic and the futuristic-a 

coupling that is central to Spinal Catastrophism. 

Nearly a decade before Velikovsky propounded that the 

peripheral nerves are telepathic conductors, and that the lower 

region of the nervous system maintains a herd-like form of life 

more communitarian and less individualized, D.H. Lawrence 

(1885-1930), himself a dabbler in psychoanalysis, formulated a 

theory of 'vertebral telepathy', Proposing the existence of 'two 

forms of consciousness'-'mental and vertebral'-that are 

'mutually exclusive', he asserted that the latter is 'the true means 

of communication between the animals' and, being strongest 

where the brain is less developed, it is naturally 'most absolute 

in the cold fishes and serpents, reptiles', For such organisms 

enjoy 'perfect ganglia-communication' with one another: 

It is a complex interplay of vibrations from the big nerve-centres 

of the vertebral system in all the individuals of the flock, till 

click!-there is a unanimity. They have one mind. And this one

mindedness of the many-in-one will last while ever the peculiar 

pitch of vertebral nerve-vibrations continues unbroken through 

them all. [ ... ] It is a form of telepathy, like a radium-effluence, 

vibrating fear principally. It is a form of telepathy, like a 
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162 radium~effiuence, vibrating fear principally. Fear is the first 

actuating gods.1 

(As Ballard, no stranger to the iguanid portions of the·coi( 

tive psyche, would remark: 'most biological 'memorie~LB 

unpleasant ones, echoes of danger and terror'-'[n]otfr(:r 

endures so long as fear'.)2 The provocation for Lawreri¢._,,. 

ethnology of reptilian 'vertebral telegraphy' was his obs.e 

tion of a similar 'herd instinct' in human crowds. He attribu( 

a preponderance of 'pre-mental' oscillations to great lead~r~:i' 

to history's heroes and despots-explaining their neuro-seis.r:ri' 
capacity to command the mob as the effect of emanating s}Jid 

vibrations: 

This is what makes the magic of a leader like Napoleon-his pow6r' 

of sending out intense vibrations, messages to his men, withciut 

the exact intermediation of mental correspondence.[.,.} It is the 

stupendous wits of brainless intelligence. A marvellous reversion 

to the pre-mental form of consciousness,[ ... ] In Caesar and Napo~ 

lean, the vertebral influence of power prevailed. 

Stirred by demagoguery's deep-spine vibratiuncles, we all 

into a communal reptile brain. (Worse than a 'swinish multltu(f 

a crowd is a salamandrine one: together, we all know what if 
to live and think like lizards.) This is how Lawrence explain·•, 

'that strange phenomenon of revolution' which pockmar,-i 

modern history. In particular, 'the Russian and French rev 

tions' could be accounted for as eruptions of spinal telepaf' 

Revolution ls 'a great eruption against the classes in authori~/ 

1. D.H. Lawrence, Kangaroo (New York: Thomas Seltzer, 1923). 350-:-5<1;' 

2 Ballard, The Drowned World, '13. 

Lawrence ventured, and a 'passionate, mindless vengeance 

taken by the collective, vertebra! psyche upon the authority of 

orthodox mind'. All revolt is spinal revolt, wherein the populous 

becomes lumbar energumen, 'All great mass uprisings are really 

acts of the[ ... ] dynamic, vertebral consciousness in man burst

ing up and smashing through the fixed superimposed mental 

consciousness of mankind': 

The masses are always, strictly, non-mental. Their consciousness 

is preponderantly vertebral. And from time to time, as some great 

life-idea cools down and sets upon them like a cold crust of lava. 

the vertebral powers will work below the crust, apart from the 

mental consciousness, till they have come to such a heat of uni

son and unanimity, such a pitch of vibration that men are reduced 

to a great non-mental oneness as in the hot-blooded whales, and 

then, like whales which suddenly charged upon the ship which 

tortures them, so they burst upon the vessel of civilization.3 

Hegel, characteristically, had imagined the Zeitgeist of massi

fied history as an 'old mole', churning under the planetary mantle, 

'until grown strong in itself it bursts asunder the crust of the 

earth which divided it from the sun'4-world-spirit as subter

rene. But rather than Hegel's fiaming nous and its return to 

solar identity, for Lawrence the masses and their oncoming 

waves of revolution now represent, instead, a stony serpent 

spine-revenant of ancient reptile mindlessness-torquing 

through the rock of ages. 

3. Lawrence, Kangaroo (New York: Thomas Seltzer, 1923), 350~5LJ, 

'1, G.W.F. Hegel. Lectures on the History of Philosophy, tr. E.S. Haldane and 
F.H. Simson (Uncoln, NE: University of Nebraska Press. 3 vols., 1995), vol. 3, 5-'17. 
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Inversely, instead of characterizing revolution as downwci{ 

lapse, the Marxist philosopher Ernst Bloch (1885-1977) ch,i 

pioned the skyward surge of our 'upright gait' ( aufrechter Gaif 
as the source of all 'rebellions'. Without uprightness; 'th 

would be no uprisings', he insisted: 

The very word uprising means that one makes one's way out of 

one's horizontal. dejected, or kneeling position into an upright one. 

Although Bloch, like Lawrence, saw modernity's turbulent.bf 

tory as a function of the spine, then, he did not see its ins~ 

rections as a reversion to ichthyoid-reptilian modes bu,t 8:i, 
confirmation of our steadfast standing above the clrcumspEf.: 

tions of supine material relations. He euldgized bipedalism 

the 'moral orthopaedics of human dignity, as strengthening t~ 

backbone against humiliation, dependency, and subjugat10: 

in diametric opposition to the emancipatory squirming collap$~' 

of Reich\an biotherapy, Bloch's rigid standing becomes the VE;"Jf 

somatic basis .of the Marxist-Promethean demand to transc~.q: 

all bondages.5 Praxis is chiropraxis. 
Accordingly, Bloch was revulsed by the myriad anti-mod 

reactions to modernism and their pronotropic tendency, th.:.,; 
shared desire to revert back to the pronograde. (Barke[";,·

course, would later diagnose the 'contemporary trends' -t , 
'attest to an attempted recovery of the icthyophidian- or ti,' 
omoti!e-spine'.)6 Where Reich saw this as a therapeutic soluti_.:::,,: 

to the problem of the modern, Bloch only saw dirty backw~r, 

ness. Deftly connecting various contemporary strands of tho'ug_~ 

5. Quoted in J.R. Bloch, 'How Can We Understand the Bends in the Up 

Gait?', New German Critique '15 (1988), 9-39. 

6. Barker, 'Barker Speaks', 6. 

and their expressions of longing for the irresponsibility of supine 

life, Bloch saw this will to 'archaic collective regression' as a 

common thread running through psychoanalytical, primitivist, 

and vitalist schools, all characterized by an enthusiasm for 'flee

ing the present, hating the future, [and] searching for the pri

meval time'. He railed against all such 'Tarzan philosophers'. For 

his part in this overall pronotropic trend and in particular his 

carnal championing of 'the nocturnal moon in the ftesh, the 

unconscious sun in the blood', D.H. Lawrence earned from 

Bloch the title of 'sentimental penis-poet'. 7 (In his defence, 

Lawrence had, in his own psychoanalytical writings, celebrated 

upright posture whilst stressing the centrality of 'the great 

ganglion of the spinal system' in the early development of self

hood: the child, Lawrence claimed, individuates itself ln oppo

sition to the parent when, upon standing, it 'stiffens Its spine 

in the strength of its own private and separate, inviolable exist

ence'; and, thereafter, in 'the lumbar ganglion the unconscious 

now vibrates tremendously in the activity of sundering'.) 8 

Beyond the English writer's penis-poeticisms, though, Bloch 

found the worst culprit of all in the school of psychoanalysis, 

where the analyst digs down to 'the archaic traces of the mere 

memory of humanity'-down through 'much older layers'-to 

the churning core of 'impersonal, pandemonic libido'. This 'man

date to strive from the light into the darkness' is a 'true night

tolerance'; a rejection of the burdens of upstanding 

accountability and public lights in knowing. (Of course, von 

Schubert, who had earlier coined the terminology of a 

7. E. Bloch, The Principle of Hope, tr. N. Plaice, S. Plaice and P. Knight 

(Oxford: Blackwell, 2 vols .. 1986), vol. 1, 59. 

8. DH Lawrence, Psychoanalysis and the Unconscious and Fantasia of 

the Unconscious (New York: Dover, 2006), 24, 
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'night-side of natural science', also exerted a significant in 

ence on Freud.) Bloch complains that the Freudian unconsc1cj 

has been 'excavated', by Orphic practitioners like F_e_r(::ii 

'down to the primal memories of the first land animals': sUl_ 
analyst, for Bloch, is worse than 'C.G. Jung', that 'fascisti.6' 

frothing psychoanalyst' who 'generalized and archaized FreU 

unconscious right down the line' and, correlatively, aims to:ot" 

'all too civilized and conscious man' back~down through:( 

threaded vortices of the spine~into 'ancestral night' arid-(' 

'witch-crazes' of the 'Tertiary period'. 

' 
In this way, the libido in Jung opens up like a sack of undigested,·'::: 

atavistic secrets. or rather abracadabras, in fact this sack, in Jung1s:\ ·,: 

own words, drags 'an invisible dinosaur tail behind it: carefully::- · 

separated, it becomes the saviour serpent of the mystery··[,:.]'.-;'" 

The anatomical location of this libido is the ancient sympathetic; 

nerve, not the cerebra-spinal system.9 

Bloch goes on to attack the vitalism of Henri Bergson.8!6' 

similar lines. The French philosopher had previously bee 

target of the woefully underappreciated Wyndham 

(1882-1957). Ever inveterate, often undemocratic, always 

omous, Lewis, like Bloch, saw in philosophies of uncons 

flow and blind creativity an anti-modernist revolt again 

rigid, upstanding, angular, geometric and autarchic. In ·t ,, 

place, such philosophies luxuriate in the glandular, eu~cj__'. 

pulsional, endocrine, and voluptuous; a hostile takeover of. 

unconscious, raising up the liquidities of time over the au_S : 

ties of space. Lewis's 1927 Time and Western Man ·is a P9 
page mu!tifront assault on all such presumption. H8 C1;1~_: 

9, Bloch, Principle of Hope, vol. 1, 59-63. 

aristocratic cephalate centrality against 'time philosophy' and 

its preconscious 'insect communism' of the decentralized spinal 

crowd. With characteristic acrimony, he writes: 

Imagine your body an ant-hill: suppose that it is a mass of a mil

lion subordinate cells, each cell a small animal. [ ... ] We live a con

scious and magnificent life of the 'mind' at the expense of this 

community. [ ... ] But in sympathy with the political movements 

to-day, the tendency of [philosophic] thought is to hand back to 

this vast community of cells this stolen, aristocratical monopoly 

of personality which we call the 'mind'. 'Consciousness', it is said, 

is ( contrary to what an egotistic mental aristocratism tells us) not 

at all necessary. We should get on just as well without it. On every 

hand some sort of unconscious life is recommended and heavily 

advertised, in place of the conscious life of will and intellect which 

humanly has been such a failure, and is such a poor thing com

pared to the life of 'instinct'. 

This regicide of the cephalon provokes 'civil war' in the body 

and soul: 

Inside us also the crowds were pitted against the Individual, the 

Unconscious against the Conscious, the 'emotional' against the 

'intellectual', the Many against the One. So it is that the Subject 

is not gently reasoned out of. but violently hounded from, every 

cell of the organism: until at last [it] plunges into the Unconscious, 

where Dr. Freud. like a sort of Mephistophelian Dr. Caligari, is 

waiting for [it]. 

This 'triumph of the Unconscious'-and of the crowd

is properly a decerebration, a reversion to the salamandrine. 
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'For the exercise of the Will (or of the Unconscious) no bf;,• 

at aft is required', insofar as '[gJanglion'ic impulsion is just 

For the Unconscious (or on the plane of the wnl) the body is an 

egalitarian and self-sufficient commonwealth. Since in inverte~ 

brates the oesophageal ganglia take the place of the brain, we 

must assume that these suffice also for the act of will. · 

In decapitated frogs the cerebellum and spinal cord supply the 

place of the cerebrum. 

Thus, having 'got the brain down into the ganglia, and madeQ 

the body a commonwealth of Unconscious "Wills", we ha¥ 

taken the personality a step further on the road to destruch0 

Lewis complains: 

The personality of the animal, in this wa-J decentralized, and char-· 

acterized essentially by will, not 'thought', can b8 decomposed·; 

before our eyes. 

This, then, is 'the final extinction of such a redoubtable 

myth as "the mind'". !n response, Lewis mourns Western 

auto-decapitation, 10 He sees this as an act of 'tearing off 

10. Desp'1te such ·overr'1dlng prejucfices, th"is did not mean Lewis was a 

ger to celebrating the involuntary motions of the spinal nerves. In words:t 

Bataille would have no doubt have appreciated, Lewis wrote of the 'Wild 8 

that 'triumphs in its laughter'. 'What is the Wild Body? The Wild Body, as ... 

derstood here, is that small, primitive, literally antediluvian vessel in which 

set out on our adventures. [ ... ] Laughter is the brain-body's snort of exultat 

It expresses its wild sensation of power and speed: it is all that remains ph 

in the flash of thought. its friction: or it may be a defiance flung at the hur · 

fates.[ ... ] The Wild Body is th'1s supreme survival that iS us, the stark appa' 

with its set of mysterious spasms; the most profound of which is laughter': 

W. Lewis, The Wild Body: A Soldier of Humour; and Other Stories (New y, 

Haskell, 1927), 237-8, 

out of himself everything that reminded him of the hated sym

bols, "power", "authority", "superiority", "divinity", etc.': 

Turning his bloodshot eyes inward, as it were. one fine day, there 

he beheld. with a state of horror and rage, his own proper mind 

sitting in state, and lording it over the rest of his animal being

spurning his stomach, planting its heel upon his sex, taking the 

hard-work of the pumping heart as a matter of course. Also he saw 

it as a mind-with-a-past: and he noticed, with a grain of diabolical 

malice, that the mind was in the habit of conveniently forgetting 

this humble (animal) and criminal past, and of behaving as though 

such a thing had never existed. It did not take him long to take it 

down a peg or two in that respect! The 'mind' [was] soon squatting 

with a cross and snarfing monkey, and scratching itself.11 

Hypergenealogy aims at filthy superlation-the championing 

of theriophiliac oblivion-rather than right-minded or construc

tive suspicion. It aims to reduce Lewis's 'Western man' to Swift's 

excremental Yahoo. 12 As Swift himself had quipped, centuries 

earlier, at the beginning of a time that would continually be 

made anew by the rolling regicides and revolutions thundering 

upward from the lower back: 

We read of kings, who in a fr'lght, 

Though on a throne, would fall to shite.13 

11. W. Lewis, Time and Western Man (London: Chatto and Windus, 1927), 
319-66. 

12. See again Brown, Life Against Death. 

13 J. Swift, Poetical Works (Oxford: Oxford un·1versity Press, 1967), '18. 
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Yet we remember that lucre is filthy, after all: so, ore.sricn~ 

the regal brain wouldn't have far to fall. Regardless, Lewis a 

complained that, against the uprightness of the noble ma:.; 

and its cephalic monarchy, the trend of the times-(exahl_,,,-. 
from Bergson to Lawrence, from Freud and Ferenczi tO'Jti' 
was Instead toward the 'swarming of insect fife' and 'its_· · 

giance to 'a rigid communistic plan'-Jess suited to the'.rn 

chic autarchies of the regal brain, and more to the p8( 

planning of the spinal reflex arcs-those neural path\A/" 

controlling our involuntary movements and jerks, which do> 
pass directly through the brain, and thus hint at a devolved 

horlzontalized vision of bodily function. 

Writing just two years after Lewis's invectives, 

crystallographer and futurologist J.D. Bernal (1901-1971),vv 

was also an ardent communist, published his utopian viSiO.~:';' 

the socialist future. Prospecting an oncoming seizure-of_}:' 

means of genetic reproduction via promethean technosci~i\~ 

Bernal noted that in 'the alteration of himself man has a !;if$, 
deal further to go than in the alteration of his inorganic e·:_·. 

ronment'. Humanity may have changed the entire surfacEf 

planet with noospheric aplomb, but it has not yet char-Y 

drastically itself. We must reengineer the spinal landscape/ __ 

just the earthly one. (Indeed, Bernal wrote of the need tore 

mat desire and the body, in tandem.) Nonetheless, taking 

bergian 'body-liberation' to its most extreme, he saw that,.t_ 

seizure of the means of' growth and reproduction' would..-)~::'.·· 

to the secession of the cerebra-spinal system from the res~. 

the body-an enlightened decapitation. Reaching this con . 

sion, Bernal notes that modern technics have 'rendered. b 

the skeletal and metabolic functions of the body to a la( . 

extent useless': the 'limbs' are now 'mere parasites, demandi; 

nine-tenths of the energy of the food and even a kind\') 

blackmail in the exercise they need to prevent disease, while 

the bodily organs wear themselves out in supplying their require

ments'. In direct tension with this drag of the evolutionary past 

into the technical present, Bernal points to the fact that 

the increasing complexity of man's existence, particularly the 

mental capacity required to deal with its mechanical and physical 

complications, gives rise to the need for a much more complex 

sensory and motor organization. and even more fundamentally 

for a better organized cerebral mechanism. Sooner or later the 

useless parts of the body must be given modern functions or 

dispensed with a/together ... , 

Insofar as morphology and anatomy is itself a type of retention 

or biological memory, th'1s is the final stage of retrograde amne

s"ra for a 'mind-with-a-past'. This would be total redesign; another 

maximum jailbreak. Indeed, Bernal looks at the ambitions of 

'eugenicists and the public health officers' and their attempts 

at life extension, and finds them essentially lacking. One can 

prolong the life of the body, but one is only prolonging pain (and, 

worse, bad design) unless one starts again from the ground 

up. 'Sooner or later some eminent physiologist wi/J have his 

neck broken in a super-civilized accident or find his body cells 

worn beyond capacity for repair', Bernal quipped. The solution? 

Get rid of the body below that neck. In short, Bernal anticipates 

that the communistic prometheans of the future will be cere

bra-spinal systems surgically emancipated from the rest of the 

human frame (which has, of course, become a mere parasite). 

The promethean human is a brain trailing a spinal tail, the loos

ened tendrils of which, Bernal projects, will be repurposed as 

the connectors for various plug-and-play sensory and motor 

appendages that can be switched in and out according to need 
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172 and desire. (Strange that Bernal's omega point resem 

Reich's primordial plan: the humble jellyfish. Or perhaps n~ 

strange when one considers Barker's rumoured involv9' · 

with Maximilian Crabbe-specialist in abyssopelagic habit 

and cetacean linguistics-whose project for self--preserva··· 

reportedly led him toward a dismembered existence resi, 

in various high-pressure liquid vats.)14 Speculating on the_i·· 
state' of this transformation, Bernal sees the body bec6. ·: 

a 'cylinder': 

Inside the cylinder, and supported very carefully to prevent shock/· 

is the brain with its nerve connections, immersed in a liquid of th~<-· 

nature of cerebra-spinal fluid, kept circulating over it at a uniform\'. 

temperature.15 

An unappendiculated, delimbed techno-spine floating in it$-~

portable thalassa: the communist overmen of the future? 

resemble, if not the abysmally archaic radial barrel-sh8r:/ 

extra-terrestrials unearthed in H.P. Lovecraft's At the M·>· 

ta/ns of Madness, then perhaps the centipede monst(o · 

of Burroughs's nightmare visions. Burroughs himself, how 

would later claim that 

14. Crabbe, an eccentric billionaire, wasn't concerned with terrafor 

outer space for human habitation (as billionaires are today), he was in$. 

obsessed with reengineering the human frame for residence on the, 
floor. See 'Maximilian Crabbe: Subaquatic Researcher and Entrep_re 

(1940-1999?)', in CCRU, Writings, 141-3, 

15. J.O. Bernal, The World. the Flesh and the Devil: An Enquiry 

Future of the Three Enemies of the Rational Soul (Indianapolis: 

varsity Press, 1969), 13-20. 

[m]an is an artefact designed for space travel. He is not designed 

to remain in his present biologic state any more than a tadpole is 

designed to remain a tadpole.16 

ironic, then, that the human of the future will precisely come 

to resemble a tadpole, dragging a dinosaur tail: a cylindrical com

munist space-brain with a centipedal spine trailing behind it. 

Karl Marx himself, however, had envisioned modernization 

not so much as Lewis's formicating decerebration or Bernal's 

decapitating body-liberation, but more as the conquest of the 

external world by our neural innards: as the onward-marching 

outpouching and eversion of our control centres. Having appor

tioned the planetary environs as 'man's inorganic body', Marx, 

in the Grundrisse, is impressed that 'locomotives, railways, 

electric telegraphs,' and so forth, are 'organs of the human 

brain'-they represent 'the power of knowledge, objectified'. 17 

What is remarkable in this intellectual conflict, and indeed 

throughout all periods under scrutiny in our secret history, is 

that, although there will always be those who advocate sub

mission to the yearning for katabasis and those who decry its 

mortal dangers, both sides are invariably unanimous in recog

nizing that-in some important sense-what is at stake in 

modernity is a genuine temptation toward, and a real posslbil

ity of, psychic regression. This is a battle over the very meaning 

of the tenses through which we understand temporality. The 

startling persistence of spinal catastrophic episodes in modern 

thought testifies to the fact that it is not so easy to separate 

16. \NS. Burroughs, 'Civilian Defense', in The Adding Machine: Selected 

Essays (New York: Arcade Publishing, 1985), 85. 

17. K. Marx, Grundrisse: Foundations of the Critique. of Political Economy. 

tr, M. Nicolaus (London: Penguin, 1973), 706. 
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onward rush and outward projection from inward invo_lL]: 

and backward regression. Even the futuristic global telegr8' 

actuated megamind, which was emerging as Marx w,mvrii 

came to curiously resemble our anciently-inherited 

make-up, thus heralding new potentials for 

subsidence. 

TH12.GLOBALVERTEBRALTELEGRAPHY 
& NEURAL IIIEUZEIT 

If teeth are objectified hunger, and the steam engine a mecha

nization of musculoske!etal vivacity, then telegraphy is the 

organ of a globe become self-conscious. Such a view was 

already common by the 1870s, two decades after the first 

transatlantic cables had been laid. In 1877, Ernst Kapp (1808-

1896) published his Grundlinien einer Philosophie der Technik, 

where he develops a theory of 'organ projections' (a concept 

that Alsberg inherited and borrowed) by claiming that technol

ogy is nothing but the eversion of the bodily functions of the 

human animal. Writing that 'the comparison between the elec

trical telegraph and the nervous system is self-evident', Kapp 

thereafter lists the many other anatomists of his time.who had 

similarly noted how closely the global telegraph network resem

bles an extended nervous network of cerebrospinal arcs.1 As 

the inftuential physician Rudolf Virchow (1821-1902) had stated 

in an 1871 lecture 'On the Spinal Cord': 'the nerves are the cable 

installations of the animal body, just as you might call telegraph 

cables the nerves of humankind'<2 Kapp writes that, in global 

communications networks, humanity has produced for itself 

'an exact artificial reconstruction of the body's own nervous 

system' by laying a 'branching electrical framework over the 

entire earth'.3 (Extending this to a yet wider scale, we note that 

Kapp's Orgonprojektion is precisely the principle that inftuenced 

E. Kapp, Elements of a Philosophy of Technology, 103. 

2 'Die Nerven sind kabeleinrichtungen des thierichen KOrpers, wie man die 

Teiegraphen~kabel Nerven der Menschheit nenne kann'. See R. Virchow, Ober 
dos RUckenmark (Berlin, 1871). 10-11. 

3. Kapp, Elements, 104. 
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Acheropoulos's conviction that 'the laws of physics' are t. 

selves nothing but the externalized reflex arcs of some c;'Q ·" 

scale alien tektology.) In support of his argument, Kapp porrL 

out that cross-sections of spinal cord nerves and telegF" 

cables-when placed side-by-side~unveil an uncanny ide~·-: 

in design. 

Fig. 18. Kapp's comparison of transverse cross-section of 8 

graph cable to a nerve bundle. From Elements of a 

Technology (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 

Kapp, moreover, noticed that it is solely 'through organ pr. 
tion that we recognize the impulse human nature has tofe: ., 

itself in itself'. 4 The human being knows itself in the speciql.,:_ 

it does because it everts itself so as to reflect itself back 

itself. It is the artefact of its own artifice. So, as 

and Alsberg hinted, we are our neural prostheses. 

4. Ibid., 119. 

the 'eye sees not itself/ But by reflection, by some other things', 5 

global humanity likewise only becomes truly self-conscious by 

mediating itself through some globally-inosculating neural pros

thetic. The sentient animal already accomplishes this by col

lapsing into the neural reflexion of its own world, but by 

embarking upon a global-scale technogenic plexus evagination, 

the human reaches a new intensity of planetary autonoesis. 

Kapp, already in the 1870s, noticed the seemingly paradoxical 

fact that it is only our intussusception outwards that vouch

safes our intensified inwardness. 

The telegraph, then, provides the global sensorium within 

which humanity can reflect itself unto itself, thus becoming 

aware of itself as a massified cosmopolitan community. From 

here, from this massification of history via neural transconti

nental prostheses, come the world-shaking revolutions of a 

time of unceasing geopolitical upheaval and time-space com

pressions (in other words, 'Neuzeit' or 'modernity'),6 /tis only 

by assembling a planetary-scale brain that we began to think 

like a planet. Globalization, indeed, is nothing other than self

consciousness of globalization, so it should come as no surprise 

that it demands this encephalization of the planet. For as soon 

as one operates under nonlocal horizons, one cannot but 

become ever more deracinated in one's actions. Becoming 

globally localized can do nothing but facilitate more global 

focalizing: globalization is its own awareness of itself, and, 

since the brain is the organ of awareness, globalization demands 

5. W. Shakespeare, Julius Caesar, ed. D. Daniell (London: Bloomsbury, 

1998), 1.2.52-3. 

6- Owing to developments in transnational and transcontinental communi

cation, Lukacs noted, the French Revolution 'for the first time made history a 
mass experience'. G. Lukacs, The Historical Novel, tr. H. Mitchell and S. Mitch

ell (Lincoln, NE: University of Nebraska Press, 1983), 23. 
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a globe-brain. And the telegraphic planet-spine-inceptiv'' 

the modern subject's distinctively multisca!ar focallzati · 

represents the outward concretization of thls process .. _c:.: 

munications networks are a megamachine for interoc8ptrQ:· 
situ. They generate for us our world-interior.-Each·und6( 

telegraph line is a moment in the externalization, or self:~ .. , 

ation. of Spirit. And when. in the late 1850s, the telegraph' 

nected lreland to Newfoundland, our nervous system bep 

properly transatlantic. The movements of Spirit, that 'old 

torquing through the crust, present to us nothing other_ ··J,: 

the moments of what Kapp calls a 'Universal Telegraphies 

the assembly of a planetary-scale Spinal Surrogate, or, in L 

rence's words, an extension of 'vertebral telepathy' il1i_t?,, 
'vertebral telegraphy', 7 

In 1876, the year prior to Kapp's disquisition upon Qr[/ 
projektion, Engels had declared that the primal adoption. 

'more erect posture' was 'the decisive step in the transit( 
from ape to man'8 because it freed up the hands for 1ab(:(· .. 
and labour, in turn, promoted conditions that would prcirri 

further spinal erection. In this conception, labour and·s·p_i,' 

erection cause each other: mutually bootstrapPt --

7. In 1883, Krakatoa in Indonesia erupted, one of the biggest erup 

of the Holocene: it was also the first natural disaster to be known, iris 

across the globe-the first massified calamity. Telegraphic news of thE,' 

clysm reached foreign shores before the volcano's shock wave did. Cap,t 

the local-global loopings within which we are all progressively entangled 

note that the rubber used to insulate the undersea telegraph cables 

from latex trees found only in Indonesia, The island that produced the 

sheaths for our global cerebrum also produced the first truly globally foe 

disaster. See S. Winchester, Krakatoa: The Day the World Exploded, 

27, 1883 (New York: Harper Collins, 2003). 

8. F. Engels, The Part Played by Labour in the Transition from Ape 

tr. IL Andreev (Moscow: Progress, 1985), 28. 

symbiotically and serially dragging one another lnto existence, 

to gradually converge on Homo economicus. From one per

spective, uprightness first enables labour to invade reality; from 

another, labour value quite literally drags the ape upright, invad

ing us with lowering time preference, riddling us with futurity. 

A symbiogenesis of sufficiencies. Yet, whilst Marxians from 

Engels to Bloch would celebrate this convergence upon the 

labouring ape, Elaine Morgan notes that of 'al\ the man-hours 

lost to industry through various forms of illness, the highest 

percentage derives from our mode of locomotion': 

In a recent year in Britain, lower back pain occasioned the loss of 

nineteen million working days. In the United States it has been 

calculated that 70 per cent of American citizens are affected by 

it at some time in their lives.9 

Certainly, as Ferenczi would point out, standing upright her

alded no great boom in efficiency: it merely deflected our irra

tional desire for faecal mess into the grubby machinations of 

finance. Chiropraxis, on this view, is nothing but copropraxia. 

The symbiogenesis of labour must then be viewed with appro

priate suspicion-as Burroughs reminds us, '[f]rom symbiosis 

to parasitism is a short step'.10 Binocular vision, opposable 

thumbs, and intrusive spinal uplift are all physiological symp

toms of abstract labour's retroparasitism: its teleo-economic 

lock-in as both drive and destiny of terrestrial history: a new 

self-intricating 'sealed haven' or entrapment to rival that of 

nervous enclosure. 

9 Morgan, Scars of Evolution, 27. 

10. Burroughs, Ticket That Exploded, 39. 
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180 Spinal Catastrophism's conception of time is one 

modernity itself. The lock-in of systems that cause thei(i 
furtherance and exaggeration (i.e. the globalized-8Cb~¢i; 

system unmasked by both Ferenczi and Bat,:3\_lle as an. fJ._ 

mentitious end-unto-itself) creates a sense ln which the f 

drags us towards it. The future is not passive, it active!/·;

ates its own emergence via such circular causa!ity-(w·. 

something· causes itself to cause itself, time seems to:·.:· 

backward). And the more the future fiows backward tow_ 

us in this way, the more we feel that our present is in t~e·· 

of a past that is utterly retrograde. As soon as time begi 
speed up, the future begins arriving early, which mea·ns. ___ ", 

the past is felt-more and more-as inertial drag withl_~_;::·'· 

present 'Precocity' can be defined only relative to 'be[al 

ness'. Thus, as modernity ripples outwards into the rollin9 ·{· ·, 

!utions of a time made continually anew, the ancient: 

outmoded and primal becomes increasingly resurgent · 

compulsively repetitious. Only when we became suitablY'.ftj 

em-gathering enough momentum to see the past dis 

in the rear-view mlrror-did the gothic begin to exert a 

siderable drag upon us. This seems paradoxical, but it_ i::;: ·: 

thing but. Only when we denned ourselves against the hd({ 

of the past did the past become horrifying (and thus abl~; 

exert considerable psychic effect upon our present); s(/''. 

realization of our distance from the archaeopsychic p·a,. 

precisely the archaeopsychic past exerting its pull upo 

Kapp, indeed. anticipating Ballard's suggestion of reson 

between inner and outer space, noticed that, insofar at> 

modern technical world was a projection of our insides; ·. 

could perform an investigation of the human unconscioul 

analysing the geometries and designs of our technolo_~f 

landscape. Futurity's bleeding industrial edge repeats an a_ri ·· 

drive. Time exhibits a lordotic curvature: modernity's sense of 

chronology is one of whiplash. Ballard would have welcomed 

the thought and Lewis and Bloch no doubt would have hated 

it, but the regurgitation of the past-where the horsetai!s grow 

as high as palms-is internal to the modern rush. And it is no 

coincidence if it was just at the point when temporality began 

compressing and coiling in this way that a nascent psychiatry 

diagnosed the first ilfnesses of time. It is still accepted that 

schizophrenia affects time perception, so it is appropriate that 

discussion of schizophrenia-and, specifically, of schizophrenia 

as a malady of temporality-was so central to the genesis 'of 

modern psychiatrics. 11 

11. N. Ueda, K. Maruo, and T. Sumiyoshi, 'Positive Symptoms and Time Per
c_eption in Schizophrenia: A Meta-analysis', Schizophrenia Research: Cogni

tion 13 (2018), 3-6; and S. Thoenes and 0. Oberfeld, 'Meta-analysis of Time 

Perception and Temporal Processing in Schizophrenia: Differential Effects on 
PreciSion and Accuracy', Clinical Psychology Review 5"1:4<:1 (2017). 
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